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An explicit geometric addition law is given on the complex projective plane with 
three non-coaxial lines removed. This is made isomorphic to the group of complex 
2-vectors modulo the subgroup of integer linear combinations of a pair of indepen- 
dent 2-vectors. The explicit isomorphism is given as a relation involving sums of 
integrals of Weierstrass e-functions. The result is a relation usually seen for periodic 
or doubly periodic functions but involving, here, modular functions. 0 1989 Academic 
Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The primary purpose of this paper is to present a relation in the form 
of an addition formula for the Weierstrass e-functions. Inasmuch as 
the e-functions are modular, we have a curious connection with the 
trigonometric and elliptic functions. Let us recall that if 
y*=4x3-g*x-g3 
is the Weierstrass normal form for the elliptic curve with periods 1 and t 
then 
y2 =4(x - e,)(x - e2)(x - e,), 
where e,, e,, e3 can be regarded as functions of t having the following 
fundamental properties: 
el, e2, e3 are analytic in the upper half plane, 
el+e2+e3=0, 
e,((l +i)/2)=e2(l+i)=e3(i)=0, 
ej((at + b)/(ct + d)) = (ct + d)2ei(t), where [; $1 is a 2 x 2 unimodular 
matrix of level 2. 
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Following the classical notation, define 
Our first observation is that there is a constant a such that 
((@ - 2)/@(@ - 1)) d@/dt = aez 
((~3 + l)/@(@ - 1)) d@/dt = ae, 
((l-2@)/@(@-l))dO/dt=ae,. 
Our main theorem can now be stated. 
THEOREM. Let A = (- 1,2), B= (- 1, -1) and let aj, b, be 2r arbitrary 
points in the upper half plane. Then, 
c joy (e,(t), e*(t)) dt = (2ni/a)(mA + nB) 
for suitable integers m and n if and only if H(0) = H( 1) = 1 where H(t) = 
II (t - @(bj))l(t - @(aj)). 
As might be expected, this formula is a special case of a more general 
relation that can be made explicit in this and several other less familiar 
cases. See Theorem 2.3. 
One of the characteristics of any addition formula is that it sets up an 
isomorphism between some sort of algebraic set and an analytic group. In 
our case the isomorphism is as follows: (i) the algebraic set is the complex 
projective plane with three non-coaxial lines removed and (ii) the analytic 
group is the group of complex 2-vectors modulo the subgroup of integer 
linear combinations of the vectors (2ni/a)A and (2ni/a)B. 
2. A GENERAL RESULT 
Let zi, . . . . z, be n distinct points on the Riemann sphere. Let X denote 
the sphere punctured at these points and let a,, . . . . a,, b,, . . . . b, be 2r points 
on X. These need not be distinct. Next define 
H(Z) =n (Z-bj)/(Z-aj)* 
Finally let A be the (n - 1)-vector whose kth component is Reszj(fk dz) 
where fi dz, . . . . fn- r dz are n - 1 linearly independent differentials having at 
most simple poles at z,, . . . . z,. These certainly exist by Riemann-Roth but 
can easily be given explicitly as well. We first note 
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LEMMA 2.1. C y,A,=O if’and only ify, = ... =y,,. 
ProofI Recall that C Aj = 0 since the sum of all residues over all poles 
of a differential always vanishes. Hence if y, = . =y, then certainly 
CyjAi=O. Conversely let us suppose C y.iAj= 0 but that y,, . . . . y, are not 
all equal; observe that (y,, . . . . yn) and (1, . . . . 1) are then linearly indepen- 
dent. Write our system of homogeneous equations in the form 
x yi Res,(f, dz) = 0; k = 1, . . . . n. The coefficients form an n x (n - 1) matrix 
and the fact that (y,, . . . . y,) and (1, . . . . 1) are linearly independent assures 
us that the row rank is at most n - 2. Thus the column rank is at most 
n - 2 and the columns are linearly dependent. Hence we can find constants 
u,, . . . . u,~ i not all zero such that C uk Res,(f, dz) = 0; j= 1, . . . . n. From 
this it follows that (C u&j) dz is a differential having no residues at 
z , ) . ..) z, . However, by construction, the differential has at most simple 
poles at these points and no poles elsewhere. Thus 2 uk fk dz = 0 and by 
assumed linear independence u1 = . . . = u,- i = 0. This yields the desired 
contradiction: 
We now state our main results. 
THEOREM 2.2. C 12 (fi, . . . . f,-,) dz + C log(H(zj)) Aj = 27ci C rjAj 
where r, , . . . . r, are suitable integers. 
THEOREM 2.3. The following are equivalent: 
(1) C j$ ( fi, . . . . f, _, ) dz = 2ni C mjAj where m 1, . . . . m, are integers. 
(2) 2 log(H(z,)) Aj = 2xi C r,A, where r,, ,.., r, are integers. 
(3) H(z,)= ... = H(z,). 
In both cases, the expression log(H(z)) appears in such a way that the 
branch selected does not make any difference. 
We first show that Theorem 2.3 follows from Theorem 2.2. It is clear that 
the equivalence of (1) and (2) is merely a restatement of Theorem 2.2. Let 
us suppose that (3) holds. Then there is a constant T such that 
log(H(zj)) = T+ rj 2ni for suitable integers rj. 
Thus JJ log(H(z,)) Aj = TX Aj + 22riC rjAj. However, we know that 
C Aj= 0 so (2) follows. Conversely, suppose that (2) holds. We have 
C (log(H(zj)) - 2nirj) Aj = 0. Thus by Lemma 2.1, log(H(zj)) - 2xirj are all 
equal. By exponentiating, it follows easily that H(z,) = . . . = H(z,). 
We turn our attention now to Theorem 2.2. Pick a point z,, on the sphere 
such that great circle paths from z,, to zj, z,, to aj, and z,, to bj do not inter- 
sect. (This construction is merely a convenience for easy visualization. All 
we really need are non-intersecting paths.) Note that the only singularities 
of log(h(z)) are at a,, . . . . a,, b,, . . . . b,. Let us integrate { log(H(z))fi(z) dz 
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over a closed path that encloses zO, zr, . . . . z,, ai, . . . . a,, bi, . . . . b,. Certainly 
the integral vanishes. Contract this path so that it traverses (in both 
directions) the great circle paths distinguished above: 
j-” lwUW)fi(z) dz + I” log(Wz))fi(z) dz 20 =0 
= 2ni log(H(z,)) Res,,(fi dz) 
j-O” log(ff(z))f(z) dz + s” log(fG))f(z) dz 
20 a 
= -2ni =rJ(z) dz. 
s 
A similar relation holds for the bj. 
Putting this all together yields the assertion of Theorem 2.2 where the 
expression 2ni C rjAj is inserted to take care of the ambiguity due to the 
choice of branch for log(H(z)). 
3. GEOMETRIC INTERPRETATION 
Under this section we set up the correspondence between the group of 
C”- ’ modulo the lattice of periods (of the integrals of Theorems 2.2 and 
2.3) and a certain algebraic set in P”- ‘. An explicit, purely geometric 
formulation of the group law induced by this correspondence is given. The 
notation remains the same as under Section 2. 
Consider first the subset of P”- i consisting of points of the form 
(u’, 24- lu, . . . . ur). This is clearly isomorphic to P’. Let us call this set S. 
Note that S has the following properties: 
(1) Every set of r points of S determines a unique hyperplane. 
(2) Every hyperplane intersects S in r points. 
Now, to the distinguished points zi, . . . . z, associate the points P,, . . . . P, 
where P = (1, z, . . . . z’) if z is not infinite and (0, . . . . 0, 1) otherwise. Note 
that P,, . . . . P, are linearly independent (when (r + 1) > n) since z1 , . . . . z, are 
distinct. Indeed, form a Vandermonde determinant. Next let H(z) = 
n (z - bj)/(z - aj) and write this in the form B. P/A . P where P= 
(1, z, .**, z’) and B and A are (r + 1 )-tuples. B and A can be considered to be 
the hyperplanes passing through the points b,, . . . . b, and a,, . . . . a,, respec- 
tively. The following theorem forms the bridge between Theorem 2.3 and 
the geometric setting. 
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THEOREM 3.1. H(z,)= ... = H(z,) if and only if the hyperplanes A and 
B intersect the (n - 1)-plane generated by P,, . . . . P,, in the same (n - 2)- 
plane. 
Proof By the remarks above, P, , . . . . P, do in fact determine an (n - l)- 
plane which we will call Q. Moreover it is clear that A intersects Q in an 
(n - 2)-plane since no point Pi lies on A. Indeed if d is the dimension of the 
intersection then (n - 1) + (r - 1) -d< r. Hence (n - 2) < d. But d cannot 
equal n or n - 1. Now if B. P,/A . P, = ... = B. P,/A . P, then clearly 
B.(CdjPj)=CdjB.Pj)=O if and only if A.(CdjPj)=CdjA.Pj=O. So 
A and B intersect Q in the same (n-2)-plane. Conversely suppose that A 
and B intersect Q in the same (n-2)-plane. This surely implies that the 
vectors (A . P,, . . . . A.P,) and (B.P,,..., B . P,) are linearly dependent. 
Hence, H(z,) = ... = H(z,). Now let L be the lattice of C”-’ generated by 
the vectors 2xiA i, . . . . 2niA,. It is easy to see that ~~ (fi, . . . . f,- ,) dz covers 
C”- ‘/L as long as (r + 1) > n. The hyperplanes that one gets in P’ from the 
points b,, . . . . 6, are those that do not pass through P, , . . . . P,. We say that 
two such hyperplanes are equivalent if they intersect the (n - l)-plane 
generated by PI, . . . . P, in the same (n-2)-plane. Theorem 2.3 tells us that 
this collection of equivalence classes is in one-to-one correspondence with 
the group C”-l/L. It is also clearly in one-to-one correspondence with the 
collection of (n - 2)-planes in P”- ’ excluding those that pass through any 
of the distinguished points P,, . . . . P,. We can describe this situation more 
generically by saying that we have induced a group structure on Pm-’ with 
a distinguished set of m + 1 linearly independent hyperplanes removed. In 
the case m = 2, this means three non-coaxial lines. 
4. THE e-FUNCTIONS 
Let us recall the main facts concerning the Weierstrass e-functions. For 
details and proofs the reader is referred to any of the standard references. 
We begin with the integral lattice f generated by the complex numbers t, 
1 where t is assumed to lie in the upper half plane. The p-function is 
defined as 
k3k 6 1)=(l/z2)+C ((w-w))*- l/w*), 
where w ranges over the non-zero elements of IY The main properties of 63 
are: 
(1) p is meromorphic in the entire plane with poles of order 2 at 
each lattice point. 
(2) m(z + w) = a(z) for each lattice point w. 
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(3) p’(~)~=4p(z)~-pp(z)-q where p=60C(l/w4) and q= 
140 c (l/w6). 
(4) 4@(z)’ -m(z) - q = %44 --e&@(z) - e2)(t4d - e3) where 
e, = @(l/2), e2 = @(t/2), and e3 = @((t + 1)/2). 
If we regard the lattice generator t as variable over the upper half plane 
then e, , e2, and e3 can be regarded as functions of t : 
cl(f) = k4W; t, 1) 
e,(t) = t4G; t, 1) 
e,(t) = 63((t + 1 l/2; f, 1). 
These functions (the Weierstrasse e-functions) satisfy many properties, 
among them: 
(1) ej is analytic in the upper half plane. 
(2) elv e2, e3 are distinct at each value of t. 
(3) ej( (at + b)/( ct + d)) = (cc + d)’ ej( t) where (a, b) and (b, c) are the 
rows of a 2 x 2 unimodular matrix of level 2. 
(4) e,+e,+e,=O. 
(5) e,(i)=e,(i+ l)=e,((i+ 1)/2)=0. 
We define G(t) = (er(t) - e3(t))/(e2(t) - e3(t)). The main properties of 0 
are : 
(1) CD is analytic in the upper half plane and maps the parabolic 
points 0, 1, cc into 0, 1, co, respectively. 
(2) d@/dt has a pole of order 2 at cc. 
(3) D(i)= -1, @(i+ 1)=2, and @((i+ 1)/2)= l/2. 
(4) Q, establishes a conformal equivalence between the extended 
plane and the fundamental domain shown in Fig. 1. 
Making the usual identifications on the boundaries of the fundamental 
domain allows us to regard e, , e2, and e3 as differentials on the Riemann 
sphere having poles at 0, 1, cc and a zero at (i + 1)/2, i + 1, or i. Since 
((1 -2@)/@(@- 1)) d@/dt, ((@-2)/@(@-- 1)) d@/dt, and ((@+ l)/ 
@(@ - 1)) d@/dt have the same properties, there are, by Riemann-Roth, 
non-zero constants a,, a*, u3 such that 
(1) ((l-2@)/@(@-1))d@/dt=a,e2, 
(2) ((CD - 2)/@(@- 1)) d@/dt = uzez, 
(3) ((CD + l)/@(@ - 1)) d@/dt= u3e3. 
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Our final observation under this section is that a, = a2 = u3. Indeed, the 
sum of the left-hand sides of these equations is clearly zero while e, + 
e, + e3 = 0. Thus (a, - a3) e, + (a2 - a))e3 = 0 and, since e, is unequal e2, 
a, = a2 and a2 = u3. We note in passing that this constant appears in the 
theory in much the same way that rr appears in the theory of simply 
periodic functions. 
5. THE MAIN RESULTS 
Under this section let us combine the results of Sections 2, 3, and 4 to 
obtain the relations advertised under the Introduction. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let A=(-1,2), B=(-1,-l) and let uj, bj be 2r 
arbitrary points in the upper half plane. Then 
C Jab: (e,(t), e,(t)) dt = (2ai/a)(mA + nB) 
I 
for suitable integers m and n if an only if H(0) = H( 1) = 1 where H(z) = 
l-l (2 - @P(bj))/(z - @(q))- 
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Proof. We specialize Theorem 2.3 to the case n = 3, taking z = 0, z = 1, 
andz=co. Setf,(z)dz=((1-2z)/z(z-1))dz,f,(z)dz=((z-2)/z(z-1))dz, 
and fJz) dz = ((z + 1 )/z(z - 1)) dz. Then A = Res,(f, dz,f* dz) = ( - 1,2), 
B=Res,(f,dz,f,dz)=(-1,-l), and C=Res,(fidz,f,dz)=(2,-1). 
Theorem 2.3 tells us that, for 2r points cl, . . . . c,, dl, . . . . d, 
c [CT (fi,f2)dz=271i(mA+nB+rC) {=2ni((m-r)A+(n-r)B)} 
if and only if H(O)=H(l)=H(co) { =l} where 
H(Z) = JJ (z - dJl(z - cj). 
Now let G(t) = z; @(a,) = cj; @(b,) = dj; 
s a; (fit@(t)), f,(@(t)))(d@/dt) dt = 2nj(& + q 
if and only if H(0) = H( 1) = 1 where H(z) = n (z - @(bi))/(z - @(ai)). 
Finally, replace fi(@) d@/dt by ae, and f2(@) d@/dt by ae2. As a final 
observation, let it be noted that similar results can be proved in every case 
of a modular surface of genus zero. Our choice of the e-functions was 
somewhat arbitrary and conditioned by the fact that these uniformizing 
functions are relatively familiar to most mathematicians. 
The remark under the Introduction concerning the group structure on 
the projective plane with three non-coaxial lines removed has already been 
discussed under Section 3. 
6. SIMPLY PERIODIC FUNCTIONS 
The theory of Section 2 can be applied to the case of simply periodic 
functions as well. Nothing new is learned but the traditional theory is put 
into a different setting and certain relationships appear in a new light. 
Therefore, for the sake of completeness, this train of thought is sketched 
here. 
We look at Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 for the case n = 2. Let zi - z2 be two 
distinct points in the extended plane. When neither z1 nor z2 equals the 
point at infinity then dz/(z - zr) (z - z2) is a differential with simple poles 
at zi and z2. When z2, say, is the point at infinity then the required 
differential is dz/(z -zl). The residues at z, are 274(2-z,) and 2ni, 
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respectively. Now let a,, . . . . a, and b,, . . . . b, be 2r points in the extended 
plane exclusive of z, and z2. As under Section 2, we let 
H(Z) = n (2 - b,)/(z - ai). 
The assertion of Theorem 2.3 can now be stated for these two cases, 
I dz (z-z1)(z--2) = 2ain/(z, - z2) if and only if H(z l = Hfz,) 
s dz (z-zl)=2nin if and only if H(z,) = 1. 
These statements can, of course, be derived by elementary methods. 
If we now set X equal to the extended plane punctured at z, and z2 and 
Y equal to the universal covering space of X, then the integrals 
I dz J dz (z-zl)(z-z*) Or (z-z,) 
establish a conformal equivalence between Y and C. This induces an 
isomorphism between X and C/pZ, where ,u equals 2xi/(z, - ZJ or 2ni. 
Now let g: C+ X be the inversion of the integral. Write g(dj) =a+ 
g(dj) = bj, j= 1, . . . . r. Theorem 2.3 now takes the form 
2nin 
Caj=Crj+(zl-zr,) if and only if 
n tzl -d"j)) = n (z*-doji)) 
(Zl -g(Q) tz2 -&dTj)) 
(*I 
and a similar statement can be made when zz equals infinity. For the case 
z, = i, z2 = 4, and g(t) = tan(t) this equation takes on a quite familiar 
form. 
Finally, let us represent X as an algebraic set, S, in P” ~ ’ and express the 
group law induced by C/@? in purely geometric terms. The model for S 
that we use is the collection of all points of P’ of the form (u’, u~-‘~u, . . .. u’). 
This set is clearly isomorphic to P’. Let us map C/,uZ into S as follows: 
f + @- + (1, g(t), . . . . g(t)‘) when g(t) is not infinite and (0, . . . . 0, 1) 
otherwise. It is easily seen that this establishes a one-to-one correspondence 
between all points of C/pZ and every point of S except two which we will 
call P, and PZ. Now S has the characteristic properties that any set of r 
points of S determines a unique hyperplane in P’ and any hyperplane in P 
intersects S in exactly r points. In both instances the points need not be dis- 
tinct if multiplicities are interpreted correctly. If we look at the polynomial 
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n (z - g(oj)) then its coefficients define the hyperplane that intersects S in 
the r points corresponding to or, . . . . 0,. Therefore the assertion (*) above 
now takes on the geometric form 
(w) C aj= C rj+ prr if and only if the hyperplane through the 
points corresponding to or, . . . . (T, and the hyperplane through 
the points corresponding to z 1, . . . . t, intersect he line joining 
P, and P, in the same point. 
Thus the induced group law on S - (P, , P, > can be expressed as follows: 
let A, be a point on S- {P,, P2}. A, will serve as the neutral element. Let 
A, B be any two points on S- {P,, P2} and let H be the hyperplane 
through A, B and (r - 2) copies of A,. Let Q be the point of intersection of 
H with the line joining P, and P,. Note that Q is uniquely determined. 
Finally let K be the hyperplane through Q and (r - 1) copies of A,. K cer- 
tainly has an rth point of intersection with S- {PI, Pz} and we call this 
A + B. This clearly defines a binary operation in S - (P, , P2} and all of the 
group axioms are easily verified except for associativity. The associativity 
follows most easily from the correspondence given in (**). Presumably a 
purely geometric proof can be given as well. The special case of quadric 
curves in P* is particularly pretty and the reader is invited to examine the 
group law explicitly in cases such as the circle x2 + y* = 1 and the hyper- 
bola xy = 1. 
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